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We derive an effective potential for binary black hole (BBH) spin precession at second post-Newtonian
order. This effective potential allows us to solve the orbit-averaged spin-precession equations analytically
for arbitrary mass ratios and spins. These solutions are quasiperiodic functions of time: after a fixed period,
the BBH spins return to their initial relative orientations and jointly precess about the total angular
momentum by a fixed angle. Using these solutions, we classify BBH spin precession into three distinct
morphologies between which BBHs can transition during their inspiral. We also derive a precession-
averaged evolution equation for the total angular momentum that can be integrated on the radiation-reaction
time and identify a new class of spin-orbit resonances that can tilt the direction of the total angular
momentum during the inspiral. Our new results will help efforts to model and interpret gravitational waves
from generic BBH mergers and predict the distributions of final spins and gravitational recoils.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.081103 PACS numbers: 04.25.dg, 04.30.-w, 04.70.Bw
Introduction.—The classic two-body problem was a
major engine of historical progress in physics and
astronomy. This problem can be solved analytically in
Newtonian gravity; its solutions are the well-known
Keplerian orbits. The analogs to Newtonian point masses
in general relativity are binary black holes (BBHs).
Astrophysical BBHs have spins Si [1] in addition to
their masses mi [the masses determine the total mass
M≡m1 þm2, mass ratio q≡m2=m1 ≤ 1 and symmetric
mass ratio η≡m1m2=M2 ¼ q=ð1þ qÞ2]. Full solutions to
the two-body problem in general relativity must, therefore,
include spin evolution in addition to orbital motion.
Einstein’s equations must be solved numerically [2–4]
when the binary separation r is comparable to the gravi-
tational radius rg ≡GM=c2, but post-Newtonian (PN)
approximations may be used when r ≫ rg. BBH evolution
in the PN limit occurs on three distinct time scales: the
orbital time torb ∼ ðr3=GMÞ1=2 on which the binary sepa-
ration r evolves, the precession time tpre ∼ c2r5=2=
½ηðGMÞ3=2 ∼ ðtorb=ηÞðr=rgÞ on which the spin directions
change, and the radiation-reaction time tRR ∼ E=
jdEGW=dtj ∼ c5r4=½ηðGMÞ3 ∼ ðtorb=ηÞðr=rgÞ5=2 on which
the energy E ¼ −GηM2=ð2rÞ and orbital angular momen-
tum L ¼ ηðrGM3Þ1=2 decrease.
The hierarchy torb ≪ tpre ≪ tRR implies that when con-
sidering evolution on one time scale, quantities evolving
on a shorter (longer) time scale can be averaged (held
constant). This has been used to derive orbit-averaged
spin-precession equations _Si ¼ Ω¯i × Si [5–8], where the
precession frequencies Ω¯i depend on the orbital angular
momentum L and spins Si but not on the instantaneous
separation r. These equations can be integrated numerically
with time steps torb ≪ Δt≲ tpre, greatly reducing the
computational cost of evolving spin directions for many
orbital times. In this Letter, we show that the 2PN spin-
precession equations [9] can be solved analytically in a
suitably chosen frame for arbitrary mass ratios q and spins
Si. The relative orientations of L and Si are fully specified
by the angles θi between L and Si and the angle ΔΦ
between the spin components in the orbital plane; we
provide parametric solutions for these angles in terms of S,
the magnitude of the total spin S ¼ S1 þ S2. These
solutions improve our understanding of spin precession
in much the same way that the solutions rðfÞ ¼ að1 −
e2Þ=ð1þ e cos fÞ for Keplerian orbits provide additional
insight beyond Newton’s law ̈r ¼ −GMrˆ=r2. We can use
these solutions to precession average the radiation-reaction
equations for dE=dt and dJ=dt, allowing them to be
numerically integrated with a time step tpre ≪ Δt0 ≲ tRR.
This greatly reduces the computational cost of evolving
BBHs compared to the previous approach that integrated
the orbit-averaged precession equations with the shorter
time step Δt≪ Δt0. This improved efficiency is essential
for transferring the BBH spins predicted at formation by
population-synthesis models [10–18] to near merger, where
spin directions affect gravitational waves (GWs) with
frequencies in the sensitivity bands of current and future
GW detectors [19–24]. Our new solutions may also
facilitate the construction and interpretation of GW signals
from BBHs in which both spins are misaligned. In
particular, stellar-mass BBH spins depend on BH natal
kicks and binary stellar evolution that can, thus, be
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constrained by ground-based GW detectors [13,25].
Hereafter, we use geometrical units G ¼ c ¼ 1.
Precessional solutions.—Consider the evolution of
BBHs with misaligned spins on a circular orbit [26] on
time scales tpre < t≪ tRR. We choose zˆ parallel to the total
angular momentum J, xˆ parallel to the component of the
orbital angular momentum L perpendicular to J, and yˆ ¼
zˆ × xˆ to complete the orthonormal triad. Since S ¼ J −L,
it too must lie in the xz plane. Although J and zˆ are
conserved on the precession time tpre, xˆ and yˆ precess about
zˆ with a frequency Ωz. The angle θL between J and L is
given by
cos θL ¼
J2 þ L2 − S2
2JL
ð1Þ
and depends exclusively on S and the constants L and J.
We define a second orthonormal frame such that zˆ0 ¼ Sˆ,
yˆ0 ¼ yˆ, and xˆ0 ¼ yˆ0 × zˆ0 completes the triad. S1 points in
the direction ðθ0;φ0Þ specified by traditional spherical
coordinates in this second frame, where
cos θ0 ¼ S
2 þ S21 − S22
2SS1
ð2Þ
also depends only on S, because S1 and S2 are conserved.
Since S2 ¼ S − S1, the directions of all these angular
momenta are specified in our initial (unprimed) frame by
S and φ0.
The projected effective spin [27]
ξ≡M−2½ð1þ qÞS1 þ ð1þ q−1ÞS2 · Lˆ ð3Þ
is conserved by 2PN spin precession [9]. Radiation reaction
(at 2.5PN) preserves the direction of L, and, thus, ξ is
further conserved on the radiation-reaction time tRR as seen
in our previous work [28]. Inserting expressions for L and
Si in terms of S and φ0 into Eq. (3) yields
ξðS;φ0Þ ¼ fðJ2 − L2 − S2Þ½S2ð1þ qÞ2
− ðS21 − S22Þð1 − q2Þ
− ð1 − q2ÞA1A2A3A4 cosφ0g=ð4qM2S2LÞ; ð4Þ
where
A1 ≡ ½J2 − ðL − SÞ21=2; ð5aÞ
A2 ≡ ½ðLþ SÞ2 − J21=2; ð5bÞ
A3 ≡ ½S2 − ðS1 − S2Þ21=2; ð5cÞ
A4 ≡ ½ðS1 þ S2Þ2 − S21=2: ð5dÞ
The Ai’s are real in the allowed range Jmin ≤ J ≤ Jmax,
Smin ≤ S ≤ Smax, where
Jmin ¼ L − S1 − S2; ð6aÞ
Jmax ¼ Lþ S1 þ S2; ð6bÞ
Smin ¼ maxfjJ − Lj; jS1 − S2jg; ð6cÞ
Smax ¼ minfJ þ L; S1 þ S2g: ð6dÞ
Our approach needs to be modified for L ≤ S1 þ S2
(Jmin ≤ 0 above) [7,29], but this does not occur until r ≤
rmin ¼ ½ð1þ q2Þ=q2rg for maximally spinning BBHs
(rmin ¼ 4rg for q ¼ 1). Equation (4) can be solved for
cosφ0 and then inserted into expressions for L and Si to
obtain the surprisingly simple relations
cos θ1 ¼
1
2ð1 − qÞS1

J2 − L2 − S2
L
−
2qM2ξ
1þ q

; ð7aÞ
cos θ2 ¼
q
2ð1 − qÞS2

−
J2 − L2 − S2
L
þ 2M
2ξ
1þ q

; ð7bÞ
cos θ12 ¼
S2 − S21 − S22
2S1S2
; ð7cÞ
cosΔΦ ¼ cos θ12 − cos θ1 cos θ2
sin θ1 sin θ2
ð7dÞ
for cos θi ≡ Lˆ · Sˆi, cos θ12 ≡ Sˆ1 · Sˆ2, and the angle ΔΦ
between the spin components in the orbital plane. Note that
S is the only variable in these expressions that evolves on tpre.
The evolution of S is also surprisingly simple. If we set
cosφ0 ¼ ∓1 in Eq. (4), we obtain two functions ξðSÞ that
act like effective potentials for S. For given values of L and
J, one of the Ai’s vanishes at Smin and Smax, implying that
ξþðSminÞ ¼ ξ−ðSminÞ, ξþðSmaxÞ ¼ ξ−ðSmaxÞ. Thus, the two
curves ξðSÞ form a closed loop in the Sξ plane, as shown
in Fig. 1. The equation ξ ¼ ξðSÞ has two roots SðL; J; ξÞ
that determine the allowed range S− ≤ S ≤ Sþ. This is
entirely analogous to how two roots rðE; LÞ of the
equation E ¼ Vðr; LÞ, where V is the effective potential
for radial motion, determine pericenter and apocenter. The
two roots are degenerate (S− ¼ Sþ) at the maximum
ξmaxðL; JÞ of ξþðSÞ and minimum ξminðL; JÞ of ξ−ðSÞ,
implying that S ¼ S remains constant—just as r remains
constant for values of E and L corresponding to circular
orbits, the minimum of the effective potential Vðr; LÞ.
These two configurations (ξ ¼ ξmin and ξ ¼ ξmax) are
precisely the ΔΦ ¼ 0∘ and ΔΦ ¼ 180° spin-orbit reso-
nances identified by Schnittman [30].
The BBH spins Si and orbital angular momentum L are
shown at S ¼ S for three different values of ξ but the
same L and J in Fig. 2. These vectors are coplanar at S,
since these points lie on the curves ξðSÞ defined such that
cosφ0 ¼ ∓1; we must, therefore, have ΔΦ ¼ 0∘ or 180∘ at
S. There are three possibilities as S increases from S− to
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Sþ and returns to S−: (1) ΔΦ begins at 0°, decreases to a
minimum −ΔΦ, returns to 0° at Sþ, increases to a
maximum þΔΦ, and then returns to 0° back at S−,
(2) ΔΦ begins at −180°, increases to 0° at Sþ, and
then continues to increase to þ180° back at S−,
and (3) ΔΦ begins at 180°, increases to a maximum
180°þ ΔΦ, returns to 180° at Sþ, decreases to a mini-
mum 180° − ΔΦ, and then returns to 180° back at S−.
These three possibilities (libration about ΔΦ ¼ 0°, circu-
lation, and libration about ΔΦ ¼ 180°) are shown in the
left, center, and right panels of Fig. 2. The libration
amplitude ΔΦ depends on L, J, and ξ.
Equation (7) implies that BBHs with ξ ¼ ξmin are
trapped in the ΔΦ ¼ 0° resonance. Comparing the left
and center panels of Fig. 2, we see that the transition
between BBHs with ΔΦ ¼ 0° and those with ΔΦ ¼ 180°
at S− [ð1Þ → ð2Þ above] occurs at the value ξ≡ ξc0 at
which L is aligned with either S1 or −S2 at S−. This
transition is marked by the lower dashed line separating the
blue and green regions in Fig. 1. As ξ increases further, we
see by comparing the center and right panels of Fig. 2 that
we eventually reach a value ξ≡ ξc180 at which ΔΦ
transitions from 0° to 180° at Sþ [ð2Þ → ð3Þ above].
This transition occurs when L is aligned with either S2
or −S1 at Sþ and is marked by the upper dashed line
separating the green and red regions in Fig. 1. These
morphological transitions correspond to the quasistable
equilibria noted by Schnittman [30]. Finally, as ξ continues
to increase the amplitude of the oscillations in S decreases,
until the ΔΦ ¼ 180° resonance is reached at ξmax.
Although S parametrizes spin directions much like the
true anomaly parametrizes Keplerian orbits, one may also
want the time-dependent solutions SðtÞ. The spin-precession
equations [8,9,31,32] imply
dS
dt
¼ − 3ð1 − q
2Þ
2q
S1S2
S
ðη2M3Þ3
L5

1 −
ηM2ξ
L

× sin θ1 sin θ2 sinΔΦ; ð8Þ
where again the right-hand side depends only on S when we
use Eq. (7). Oscillations in S have a precessional period
τðL; J; ξÞ ¼ 2 R SþS− dS=jdS=dtj. The basis vectors xˆ and yˆ
precess about zˆ at a rate
Ωz ¼
J
2

η2M3
L2

3

1þ 3
2η

1 −
ηM2ξ
L

−
3ð1þ qÞ
2qA21A
2
2

1 −
ηM2ξ
L

½4ð1 − qÞL2ðS21 − S22Þ
− ð1þ qÞðJ2 − L2 − S2Þ
× ðJ2 − L2 − S2 − 4ηM2LξÞ

; ð9Þ
implying that they precess through an angle αðL; J; ξÞ ¼
2
R Sþ
S−
ðΩzdSÞ=jdS=dtj in each precessional period.
Gravitational inspiral.—Although L and J are con-
served on tpre, they vary on the longer radiation-reaction
time scale tRR. At lowest PN order, the orbit-averaged
angular momentum flux is given by the well-known
quadrupole formula [26] dJ=dt ¼ −ð32=5ÞðηM2=LÞ8
ðηL=MÞ, implying dL=dt ¼ Lˆ · dJ=dt and dJ=dt ¼
Jˆ · dJ=dt. This expression for dL=dt is independent of
S, but that for dJ=dt is not. However, if the above
precession angle α ≠ 2πn for integer n, the average of
dJ=dt over many precession periods will be parallel to J.
Using the monotonically decreasing L to parametrize the
inspiral, we obtain the precession-averaged result

dJ
dL
	
pre
¼ 2
τ
Z
Sþ
S−
cos θLdS
jdS=dtj
¼ 1
2LJ

J2 þ L2 − 2
τ
Z
Sþ
S−
S2dS
jdS=dtj

; ð10Þ
FIG. 1 (color online). Effective potentials ξðSÞ for the spin
precession of BBHs with maximal spins, mass ratio q ¼ 0.8, L ¼
0.781M2 (r ¼ 10M), and J ¼ 0.85M2. These two functions form
a loop enclosing the allowed values of S and ξ. Since ξ is con-
served during the inspiral, S oscillates between the two roots S
of the equation ξ ¼ ξðSÞ on the precession time. The two roots
are degenerate at ξmin and ξmax, implying that S is constant: these
configurations correspond, respectively, to the ΔΦ ¼ 0°ðΔΦ ¼
180°Þ spin-orbit resonances of Schnittman [30]. The four dotted
curves are the contours cos θi ¼ 1 given by Eqs. (7a) and (7b);
transitions between BBHs for which ΔΦ circulates and those for
which it librates about 0° (180°) occur where these curves are
tangent to the potentials ξðSÞ, as indicated by the lower (upper)
dashed line ξ ¼ ξc0 (ξc180). The three dot-dashed lines correspond
to the three BBH systems shown in Fig. 2 as representative of
each morphology.
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that is independent of S. At higher PN order, dJ=dt is spin
dependent, thus hdJ=dLipre is not simply a time-weighted
average of cos θL [8]. This equation allows J to be evolved
numerically with a time step tpre ≪ Δt0 ≲ tRR consistent
with the time scale on which it is varying. Unless we need
to keep track of the precessional phase, we can use this
precession-averaged equation combined with the orbit-
averaged solutions of the previous section to evolve
BBH spin directions far more efficiently than the conven-
tional approach relying exclusively on the orbit-averaged
equations _Si ¼ Ω¯i × Si. Preliminary results [29] indicate
that as L and J evolve, circulating BBHs [ξc0ðL; JÞ ≤ ξ ≤
ξc180ðL; JÞ] can be captured into one of the two librating
morphologies [ξ < ξc0ðL; JÞ or ξ > ξc180ðL; JÞ] consistent
with earlier studies [30].
The condition αðL; J; ξÞ ¼ 2πn corresponds to a newly
identified resonance between precession about J and
precession in the meridional plane (the xz plane in our
basis). The direction of J evolves rapidly at these reso-
nances, since hdJ=dtipre∦J. This could affect the direction
of the spin of the final black hole, which is often assumed
to point in the direction of J at merger [28,33,34] and could
also leave an observational signature if a resonance occurs
within the sensitivity band of GW detectors. Preliminary
results [35] suggest that generic BBHs often pass through
these resonances as they inspiral.
Discussion.—We have derived new analytic solutions
for BBH spin precession by recognizing that L, J,
and ξ remain constant on the precession time tpre. These
solutions provide new insights into this deeply fundamental
problem in general relativity and allow us to precession
average the evolution equations for L and J on the
radiation-reaction time tRR. These precession-averaged
equations give us the ability to efficiently evolve
BBH spin directions from formation to near merger,
which is essential to the study of both stellar-mass and
supermassive BBHs. Our previous work [13,25] revealed
that initial spin directions imprinted by the astrophysics of
BBH formation leave detectable GW signatures. The
new solutions derived in this Letter will greatly expand
our capability to explore such formation models.
Supermassive BBH spins will also precess many times
before merger [36]; these solutions will help us predict
final-spin distributions for different models of supermas-
sive black hole growth [14–18] as well as final-kick
distributions that depend sensitively on BBH spin direc-
tions at merger [37–41]. Finally, our new solutions
may help in the construction and interpretation of GWs
from generic double-spin binaries, a timely development
given the likely first direct detection of GWs later this
decade.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The three morphologies of BBH spin precession. The angular momenta J, L, and Si are all in the xz plane at
S ¼ S. In all three panels, the BBHs have maximal spins, q ¼ 0.8, L ¼ 0.781M2 (r ¼ 10M), and J ¼ 0.85M2 as in Fig. 1. The left,
middle, and right panels correspond to ξ ¼ −0.025, 0.025, and 0.15, respectively. If the components of Si perpendicular toL are aligned
with each other at both roots S, ΔΦ librates about 0°. If they are aligned at one root and antialigned at the other, ΔΦ circulates. If they
are antialigned at both roots, ΔΦ librates about 180°.
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